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#iseefaces

It’s not an #iseefaces contest.
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Pacemaker Early 50’s

Pacemaker Today

A pacemaker. And it’s 70 year old variant.
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Insulin Pump Early 60’s

Insulin Pump Today

An insuline pump. And its moonrace variant from the 60-ties
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Surgical Tools 1860

Surgical Tools Today

How your appendix is removed today (or will be in 5 year (if you’re unlucky)).
In the 19th century, they had a portable device for that.
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Just 3 examples. Imaging us having this presention in 2030...
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We’re on the verge of NanoBots – Nano-robots.
Removing cancer cells, fixing vessels, transporting platlets. (artist’s impression).
We are seeing lab-examples now of micro scallops, designed to navigate – ‘swim’ in
body liquids.
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Who of you is wearing google glasses? Who of you is wearing an apple watch, or a
fitbit, or another smart watch?
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62%

A medical device, as defined by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), is one "intended for use in
the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the
cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease."
Wearable medical devices perform functions like
monitoring blood pressure (hypertension), measuring
glucose levels (diabetes), and helping with pain
management.

Apple Watch Series 4: Fall detection, Low heart rate,
Heart rhythm detection, ECG monitoring.

Steps, stairs, haert rate, blood pressure, saturation, temperature, position and
posture, audio, video, ....Wearables, sensors for monitoring.
More than 62% of are wearing wearables, - smartphones as a sensor/waerable not
taking into account. Apart from the Apple Watch series 4, none of these are medical
devices.
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Trends

TRENDS

DRIVERS

Wireless Devices

Convergence of Technology

Combination Products

Availability of Technology (e.g. Sensors)

Wearable: Therapy, monitors, Diagnostic

Nanotech | Miniaturization

Lab-on-Chip | Point-of-care

Patient as part of the Solution

Home & Personal health

Frontier discovery work

Closed loop devices (automated)

Cost & Efficiency

Big data directed care

Focus on Compliance

Main trends
1. Wireless devices - IoT
2. Combination products – not only like in drug/device, but also like in
device/medical apps.
3. Wearables - Devices that stick to you. Real time monitoring.
4. Lab-on-Chip – organ-on-chip, and building point of care solutions with that – The
evolution from Bench to Bedside.
5. Personalized medicine, both in diagnosis and therapy.
6. Compact, high throughput , closed loop equipment and devices ...
7. Big Data, and AI.
And all of these trends are driven by:
- Technology, technology, technology.
- Combined with sensors and wearables.
- Going smaller, miniaturize,
- The need to engage the patient – putting a nanobot in a patient or an implant or
making him wear a sensor day and night.
- Frontier discovery work is what happens in labs, going out and finding therapies
on the leading edge of technology.
- New tech, new solutions, new combinations. Compliancy will be key.
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Economics for Success

MARKET FOCUS

HUMAN NEED

ENABLING TECH

Regulatory Strategy

Patients

Detection

Industry Cost

Caregivers

Therapies

Emerging Markets

Lab technicians

Robotics

Segmentation

Doctors

Sensors

Compliance

Purchasing

Intelligence

Reimbursement

Full Solution

Data

3 things to look at:
1. Human needs: the first box on the FDA’s list is to find out who your users are:
There’s the full chain to be convinced.
2. You should know in advance your regulatory strategy, the segment you’re working
for, and have a strategy for compliancy and reimbursement.
3. Technology is the huge enabler this decade in.
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MEDICAL DEVICE MARKET IN EU

It’s a big markt:
- 100 bn€ in Europe alone; more than 500bn combined with the North-American
market.
- With a growing number of applications, technologies and combinations, in all
medical device classes ranging from IVD, 1, 2, 3.
- Driven by technology and the focus on person health, yearly growth in that sector
is about 5%.
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CEO

CTO

Voxdale BV

Novosanis NV

2007

2013

Services

Medical Devices
Koen Beyers | koen@voxdale.be

Medical Device Development

UA Spin-off / Start-Up

Simulation Optimization

Acquired by Orasure Technologies in 2019

I’m in product development of medical devices at 2 different levels, or 2 fields.
1. Initially with Voxdale, as a service company for the design of medical devices,
supported by a lot of simulation technology,
2. And secondly with Novosanis, a medical device company, building and marketing
its own devices.
- Trying to accelerate the R&D process at start-up’s and large companies in a very
specific offering on the one hand,
- And trying to scale up own devices, getting them approved and accepted on the
other hand, on the other side.
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We design devices like this: A Delivery device for Intradermal injection. (med dev
Class 2a).
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Or it’s prefilled variant (always think ‘platform’).
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A CE IVD sampling solution for first void urine, for early stage cancer detection or
detection of STI’s.
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Complex equipment also, including technology, connectivity and software.
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Complex equipment also, including technology, connectivity and software.
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DESIGN CONTROL

ISO 13485 : 2016

Human
Factors

Design review
Boards
IP & FTO
Assessments
CAD files &
Drawings

USER NEEDS

Technical test
Plan & Reports

Medical test
Plan & Reports

Materials &
MSDS

REQUIREMENTS
/ STANDARDS

INTENDED USE

PROOF OF
PRINCIPLE

VERIFICATION

POC /
DEMONSTRATOR

PROTO’S

MEDICAL
DEVICE

VALIDATION

DESIGN FREEZE

DESIGN TRANSFER

Traceability
Matrix

Risk Mgt
Report

Testing – Verifications - Experiments

Virtual Prototyping – Digital Twins
ITERATIVE | Fast | Inexpensive | Diverse

Design History
File

Validation
Plan & Report

VOXDALE METHODOLOGY
FMEA’s

COMMERCIALIZATION

Device Master
Record

Verification
Plan & Report

ITERATIVE | Long Lead Times | High Costs

Bill of
Materials

DEVICE FOR
RESEARCH USE

PROTOTYPE

Design transfer
Checklist

STED
file

...

“Increasing quality and sustainability while reducing risks, shortening
lead times and decreasing costs.”

No matter the complexity of the device or the technology, there’s what we call a
‘Design Control process’ based on the ISO 13485 standard. This standard provides
in a Quality system that urges you to start with:
- The user needs
- The description of the intended use of your device or solution
- Linked to essential requirements and applicable standards
With that information available, you can start working on proof of principles,
evolving to proof of concepts, leading to prototypes, ready for verification:
Verification of meeting to all requirements, hopefully leading to a frozen design.
Testing & verification is a very time consuming, iterative and expensive process.
At Voxdale we’ve invested heavily in ‘digital twinning’, building simulation models to
increase the number of variants to be tested and decreasing time needed.
After this, the frozen design can then be technically and clinically validated with
regard to all user needs. In a next step, this validated design can be transferred for
manufacturing and will be subject to CE registration or FDA listing.
At Novosanis and Voxdale, we use this terminology to define the state of a new
development:
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- Prototype: to perform (technical) tests & verifications
- Device for Research Use only: to assess clinical assessment, after validation
- Medical device: after listing and registration
The design control process is characterized by its high level of documentation
needed: files & drawings, review boards, FMEA’s, risk assessments, human factors
engineering & usability, traceability matrix, bill of materials, IP & patents, verification
plans & reports, same for validation, design transfer, design history files, device
master record, STED-file, …
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Barriers for Product Development Process

1

55%

2
3
4
5

37%
29%
26%

22%

Shortage of resources

Insufficient budget

Lack of Management Buy in

Confusion about regulatory compliance guidelines

Lack of good tools

Designing a device can only be successful when:
- You have good tools
- In fact know where your heading to
- Have support on all levels, from the board, the management
- And you need sufficient budget and resources
Voxdale can provide in tools and resources to accelerate that process.
And within our network we can look into ways to bring RA advise, and get the entire
company aligned.
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Barriers for Product Development Process

1

55%

Testing
Equipment

BreadBoards

3D
Printers

Shortage of resources

Proto
Molds

Simulation
Tools

Focused heavily on testing and verification

5

22%

Lack of good tools

Looking at tools, and thinking about all things you need to get your proof of concepts
and prototypes verified, from a product development point of view.
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in vivo
ex vivo
in vitro
in situ

I think for the last 5 centuries or more, verification and design verification was based
on experiments, on tests.
Many of you are expert in this field, and others might recall this from lab class,
1. but if you would do scientific experiment, test or verification with this mouse or
rat, how would that be called? Most would call this in vivo testing.
2. Or if a test would be done on a piece of tissue or an organ, outside the body?
3. Or when an experiment would be done in a test tube, or on a test plate.
4. And what about the curiosity rover on Mars. How would you call this tests, on
the planets’ surface? An in situ experiment. Testing in the real habitat.
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in vivo
ex vivo
in vitro
in situ

in silico

How would we classify the simulation of particles through an aerosol mask, or o
digital twin of urine flow through a device, or the simulation of micro fluidics
through a lab-on-chip?
In silico testing: performed on computer or via computer simulation.
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DESIGN CONTROL

ISO 13485 : 2016

PROTOTYPE

VERIFICATION

USER NEEDS

INTENDED USE

REQUIREMENTS
/ STANDARDS

Not unleashing all
Innovation Potential
^
Keeping on to standards
^
Therefore risk averse
^
It’s a regulated industry

PROOF OF
PRINCIPLE

POC /
DEMONSTRATOR

PROTO’S

Testing – Verifications - Experiments
ITERATIVE | Long Lead Times | High Costs

VOXDALE METHODOLOGY
Virtual Prototyping – Digital Twins

DEVICE FOR
RESEARCH USE

MEDICAL
DEVICE

VALIDATION

DESIGN FREEZE

DESIGN TRANSFER

COMMERCIALIZATION

Simulate to Innovate
V

Crazy ideas – Multiple variants
V

Fail Fast – Quick results
V

Good correlation with real
verification

ITERATIVE | Fast | Inexpensive | Diverse

Testing is time consuming, even within the design phase, people tend to be reluctant
to change / test too many varians, thus not unleashing all innovation potential
Simulation or in silico testting is better accessible.
- Not testing on a living sample, but on a digital twin.
- A twin you can copy paste as many times as you want.
- No needs for ethics, nor approvals.
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As soon as man started building tools and artefacts, he started dreaming of flying.
Icarus, Da Vinci, Michelangelo.
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in vivo
in situ

2 bicycle makers from Ohio, the Wright brother built a plane, and flew down the hills
in Kitty Hawk: in vivo in situ testing.
They had a test team of 9 pilots. 6 of them crashed deadly testing new designs.
Imagine the claims today, and the effects it would have on innovation.
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in silico

Today, with in silico testing, the only thing that could crash, is our hardware system,
or our software. And we could compare dozens of dozens variants.
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Some examples…
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I’m not sure if we would have taken the risk to invest in molds for VAX-ID if we didn’t
have simulated confirmation of the proof of concept.
We were able to test our design before it was ever built.
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Proto Molds that looked like this.
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How to proof that first void urine can be sampled without a medical device in place.
How to champion a passive floater concept without budget nor resources for 24
months.
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Correlate and further develop the device based on 3D prints.
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« Can you design and prototype
my battery powered innovation?»
Christophe Leroux, Innovation Mgr GSK

Not only for start-ups. With the same philosophy, we engage with innovation labs of
big Pharma, like GSK.
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« Can you design and prototype a
medical grade 3D printer? »
dr. Karita Peltonen, Print-Aid PI

Or in European consortia, for instance to design a 3D printer for antibacterial
polymers. Simulation & digital twinning were key in this project.
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DESIGN CONTROL

ISO 13485 : 2016

PROTOTYPE

VERIFICATION

USER NEEDS

INTENDED USE

REQUIREMENTS
/ STANDARDS

PROOF OF
PRINCIPLE

POC /
DEMONSTRATOR

PROTO’S

DEVICE FOR
RESEARCH USE

MEDICAL
DEVICE

VALIDATION

DESIGN FREEZE

DESIGN TRANSFER

COMMERCIALIZATION

The focus of todays presentation: design, and design verification.
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VALLEY(’S)

PROTOTYPE

VERIFICATION

POC /
DEMONSTRATOR

PROTO’S

DEVICE FOR
RESEARCH USE

MEDICAL
DEVICE

VALIDATION

DESIGN FREEZE

DESIGN TRANSFER

Valley of Death

COMMERCIALIZATION

REGULATORY
APPROVAL

CLINICAL
ACCEPTANCE

REIMBURSEMENT

MARKETING

Valley of Death II

And my perception is that this helps companies through the famous valley of death.
As resources would be optimized, and time needed shorter. Most of you know that
expression? (valley of death)?
The phase where you underestimated the effort to finally industrialize and
commercialise your technology.
In MedTech and Life sciences however, it doesn’t stop there... You might think your
commercial now, but then ...
- There’s need for more regulatory approvals in more regoions.
- This is a sector of golden standards... How well will your product be accepted.
- And hey, of course you re too expensive and did’nt have a reimbursment strategy
in the first place? Would you need one with all that added value...
And that’s the second valley of death.
Most startup’s or companies failing, are failing here.
So, therefore I thought it could be usefull to end with some lessons for a succesfull
device or development:
Some are very obious:
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7 Elements/Lessons for success

1

It’s a regulated industry!
Formulate a plan to successfully navigate regulatory hurdles and achieve approvals

2

Market & Value
Successful products provide value

3

Design
Holistic design is more than technology feasibility, industrial design, engineering of proof.
It’s also user need, use flow, usability, verification and more – Simulate to Innovate

4

IP Strategy
Developing products in the medical field is slow and expensive – be prepared!

5

Planning
There are numerous concurrent activities. Robust and nimble planning helps expedite the
program and defines resources and funding needs.

6

Funding
Understand your funding needs, value inflection points and exit ramps.

7

Manufacture & Launch
Often the part that is most burdensome, expensive and frustrating..

7 Lessons learned
1. Have a plan in place: it’s a regulated industry
2. You need value (but value alone isn’t enough)
3. Design is more than technology and industrial design: focus on user needs, use
flow, pains you solve, verify & optimize
4. Create IP – It’s a slow & expensive, process you’re too fragile to sweat your way
through it without IP
5. Know where you get yourself into. 90% of companies that stall down the road
have ran out of time, money, of something else because they didn’t know all the
things they were going to have to do.
6. Understand your funding needs, value inflection points and exit ramps. Get of
the bus at just the right time
7. Manufacturing & upscaling: It’s not done when you have your final design... This
is where the real pain starts.
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Voxdale B.V.
Bijkhoevelaan 32C
2110 Wijnegem – Belgium
Mail: info@voxdale.be
Tel: +32 (0)3 226 83 10
www.voxdale.be

Disclaimer
This presentation was based on publicly available materials from:
- Ximedica
- Greenlight Guru
- Allanta
- Novosanis
- Voxdale

Voxdale B.V.
Bijkhoevelaan 32C
2110 Wijnegem – Belgium
Mail: info@voxdale.be
Tel: +32 (0)3 226 83 10
www.voxdale.be
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